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Let A be a noetherian integrally closed integral domain. Let N denote the 
category of finitely generated A-modules and let N’ denote the Serre 
subcategory of JV” consisting of all M such that IVP = 0 for all height one 
prime ideals p of 8. As described in ([I], Chap. VII), the Grothendieck group 
of the quotient category Jl’/d’“-K”(N/.Nv’)-’ . IS Isomorphic to the direct sum 
of a free cyclic group and the ideal class group of A. Many factorization 
problems are best attacked by means of the isomorphism K”(N/N’) s 
Z @ C(A), where C(A) denotes the ideal class group of A. 
Although C(A) is defined for any Krull domain A, there has apparently not 
been a comparable theorem for the case of a (non-noetherian) KNII domain. 
We attempt to remedy this in the present paper. If A is a Krull domain, &’ 
denotes the category of all unitary A-modules, and &” the Serre subcategory 
of &f consisting of all IM, such that Al, = 0 for all prime ideals p of A of 
height one, then we may form the quotient category A/&‘. Let (&/&I’)# 
denote the (exact abelian) full subcategory of J!!,‘,&” consisting of all 
noetherian objects of &I/J%“. Then we have that K”((.M/d’)#) = Z Q) C(A). 
The essential point is that A (as an object of &‘/N>‘is a noetherian object of 
.*#/A?. 
In an earlier article [2] we have defined groups W,(A) (i > l), which 
generalize to prime ideals of height i the class group of A, (assuming A is a 
noetherian ring). Since these groups are defined by means of Grothendieck 
groups of certain categories, it is possible, as in the case of a Krull domain 
above, to relax the requirement that A be a noethcrian ring, to the requirement 
that A be a noetherian object in a certain quotient category. This leads us to 
the concept of an n-noetherian ring. 
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This in turn is a special case of the following situation: Let A be a ring 
(commutative), and 9’ a collection of prime ideals of A. Let & denote the 
category of A-modules, and let %’ denote the Serre subcategory consisting 
of all M in &, such that Mp = 0 for all p E 9’. We say that A is noetherian 
with respect to the set B if A is a noetherian object in the quotient category 
d/W. 
To give an adequate treatment of the groups W,(A), it has turned out to be 
convenient to be fairly systematic about the properties of 8-noetherian rings. 
Although many of the results are easy to anticipate, the details are occasionally 
tricky and we have given complete proofs in all cases in which the results do 
not follow in a straightforward fashion. 
Section 1 recalls the necessary background pertaining to quotient categories 
and adjoint functors to be found in [3]. Section 2 gives some criteria for a ring 
A to be noetherian with respect to a set B of prime ideals of A, and Section 3 
gives some inheritance properties important in the theory of class groups. 
In Section 4 we develop a primary decomposition theory adequate for our 
current needs. Section 5 is devoted to Krull domains; in particular several 
results concerning lattices found in [I] are generalized to Krull domains. 
In Section 6 we simply state some special cases of results of Section 3 in the 
case where A is S$noetherian (gn being the set of prime ideals of A of 
height at most n). Section 7 is devoted to the original problem of the definition 
and properties of the groups W,(A) (1 < i < n) for a ring A which is 
.9$noetherian. In particular, the isomorphism K”((Jz%/&‘)#) = Z @ C(A) 
for a Krull domain A is obtained. A further feature is the definition of an n-flat 
extension B of A for which homomorphisms W,(A) -+ W,(B) (1 < i < n) 
are naturally defined which generalizes the condition given in [I] for such 
maps to be defined for Krull domains A and B. 
1. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL 
We begin by recalling the main facts concerning quotient categories of an 
abelian category; see ([3], Chap. III) f  or p roofs and a systematic development. 
Let & be a concrete abelian category, and let hp be a Serre subcategory of 
&, i.e. a full subcategory of ~2 such that if 0 + Ml --+ M, --+ M, -+ 0 is an 
exact sequence in -c4, then Ml and M3 are in V if, and only if, M, is in %. One 
may form a new abelian category &‘/%? (the quotient category of &’ by the Serre 
subcategory a) whose objects are the objects of JX? and with 
Homd,q(M, N) = l$ Horn&M’, N/N’) 
where the limit is taken over the set (M’, iV’) with M/M’ and N’ in %. The 
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functor T: Jdz ---f a/V defined by T(M) = M on objects and T(f) = class 
off in Horn,& M, N) for f in Hom,(M, N) is an exact functor from JZZ to 
&IV. Furthermore, if U is any exact functor from ~2 to an abelian category 9 
for which U(M) = 0 for all M in V, then there is a (unique up to isomorphism) 
functor V : &/V--f kZ9 such that U = VT. 
The exactness of T, of course, means that Twill preserve (finite) biproducts, 
intersections, and “unions”. We recall also [3] that if 0 -+ Ni ---f N, -+ Na + 0 
is an exact sequence in d/%7, and M, is an object of & such that T(M,) is 
isomorphic to N, (in Se/%?), then it is possible to find objects MI , MS in ZZ’ 
and isomorphisms LIP , 01~ , aa in d/V, such that 0 -+ MI -+ Mz --f M3 -+ 0 is 
exact in & and 
0 -+ T(M,) --+ T(M,) -+ T(M,) + 0 
1 
% 
1 
us 
1 
a3 
O-N, - N2 - N3----+0 
is a commutative diagram in d/U. 
An easy consequence of this is that if N is an object of d/V, and 
N,CN,C-- is an ascending sequence of subobjects of N in d/V, then for 
any M in Lc9 such that T(M) is isomorphic to N in d/5?, we can find an 
ascending sequence of subobjects of M, M0 _C M1 _C -es such that T(M,) is 
isomorphic to Ni in d/U for all i, and the isomorphisms commute with the 
imbeddings. 
When the functor T has a right adjoint S : JzZ/VZ --f &, then T preserves 
colimits; in particular T preserves arbitrary coproducts, arbitrary “unions” 
and direct limits. 
For our applications of quotient categories, JZZ will be the category of 
unitary modules over a commutative ring A (with identity). Since such a 
category has enough injectives, the functor T will have an adjoint S if, and 
only if, the following condition holds: If M is any object in A?, then there is 
a maximal subobject M’ of M lying in W. 
Following Gabriel, we say that an object M of JJ is Gf-closed, if 0 is the 
maximal subobject of M lying in V, and every exact sequence 
O-+M+N+P-+O 
with P in V splits. To construct an adjoint, let M be an object of .B?/%. 
Regard M as an object in ~2, let M’ be the maximal subobject of M in V, 
imbed M” = M/M’ in a V-closed object N in & (e.g. take N to be the 
injective envelope of M”), and set S(M) equal to the maximal subobject of N 
such that S(M)/M” - is in V ([3], Chap. III, Section 2, Proposition 4, p. 342). 
We now apply these considerations to the following situation. Let A be a 
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commutative ring and & the category of A-modules. Let 9 be a set of prime 
ideals of the ring A. Let V be the full subcategory of & consisting of those 
A-modules M, such that MP = 0 for all p E 9. We note that we may as well 
assume that 9’ is saturated in the following sense: If  p and q are two prime 
ideals in A with q _C p, and p in 8, then q is in 8. It is clear that if M is an 
object of JZZ, then 
M’={mEM:QpEB,3s~p,sm=O}= n Ker(M+Mp) 
P@ 
is the maximal subobject of M lying in 9. 
We now give a definite construction for an adjoint functor S : d/U -+ &. 
Let M be an object of Se/%‘, and regard M as an object of ~2. Consider the 
homomorphism M + n Mp . The kernel of this homomorphism is clearly the 
maximal subobject of M in %? and we now show that n Mp is V-closed. It 
is clear that the maximal subobject of n Mp, in V is 0. Suppose that 
0 + lJ Mp f, L --t P --f 0 is exact in -c4, where P is in %?. For each element 
x of L and prime ideal p in P’, there is an sP $ p such that sPx E fl M4 , say 
spx = (nJ, each ng E Mq . Setg(x) = (nP/sP). 0 ne checks that this assignment 
is unique (hence an A-homomorphism) and that gf = 1. We now set 
S(M)={y~~M,:Qp~8,3sqkp such that sy E M}. Then S is an adjoint 
to T ([jr], Chap. III, Section 2). 
I f  we set 9 = (1: I is an ideal of A and A/I is in U}, then 9 is a topolog- 
izing and idempotent set of ideals of A in the sense of ([3], Chapitre V, 
Section 2), and ST(M) is (up to isomorphism) MF . In particular, there is 
a correspondence between the prime ideals p of A and ST(p) of ST(A), such 
that if p is in 8, ST(p) is a proper prime ideal of ST(A). 
At this point, we introduce a notation which is quite suggestive. If  
i : N-t M is an imbedding in & such that T(i) is an isomorphism we will 
write TN = TM. 
2. Y-NOETHERIAN RINGS 
Let B be a saturated set of prime ideals of the ring A. We say A is no&e&n 
relative to 9, or B-noetherian, if TA is a noetherian object in the category 
d/U. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9”’ and 9 be two (saturated) sets of prime ideals of A 
with 9’ C 8. If A is 9-noetherian, then A is 8’-noetherian. 
Proof. Let %’ and V be the Serre subcategories of A associated with 9” 
and B respectively. Clearly V C $7’. Let T and T’ be the functors from JZ? to 
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&I%? and d/V’. Then there is a functor U : ~&‘/g + &/V’ such that UT = T’. 
Let {Ii} be an ascending sequence of subobjects of T’A. Choose an ascending 
sequence of ideals of A, {Ii}, such that 7”Ij = Ji for each j. Then the 
sequence {TIj} stabilizes at some R, and therefore so does the sequence 
{ UTI,}. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If  A is 8-noetherian and p E 8, then A, is a noetherian 
ring. 
Proof. Let 9’ denote the set of prime ideals of A which lie in p. Obviously 
the associated Serre subcategory V = (ME A : Mp = 01. Since MP is a 
V-closed object, we may set S’M = MP . Thus 5” is exact in this case. 
Therefore the subobjects of T’A and the AD-modules of A, are in one-to-one 
order preserving correspondence, so T’A being noetherian implies that 
S’A = A, is noetherian. 
Let 9’ be a saturated set of prime ideals of A. Since the functor T has a 
right adjoint one checks that TA is a generator in the category d/U. Thus 
when TA is noetherian, an object M of &‘pei%? is noetherian if, and only if, 
there is an exact sequence (TA) + M -+ 0. We say that an A-module M is 
8-finitely generated if there is a finite set of elements {xi} in M such that 
T(C Axi) = TM. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a (saturated) set of prime ideals of A. An A-module 
M is such that TM is noetherian if, and only if, every submodule of M is 
.!?J-jkitelj generated. 
Proof. Suppose every submodule of M is g-finitely generated and let 
{Ni} be an ascending sequence of subobjects of TM. Let {Mi} be an ascending 
sequence of subobjects of M such that TMi = NC. Set M’ = u Mi and 
assume that there are elements xi ,... , x, in M’ such that T(C Axi) = TM. 
Then if (xi} C Mk we have TIM, = TM’. I f  Nk = TMk , then Nk = TM, = 
TM’ = T(U MJ = u TMi = u Ni , so the initial ascending sequence 
terminates. 
Conversely suppose that TM is noetherian. Choose N maximal in M with 
the property that N is Y-finitely generated by the usual Zorn’s lemma 
argument using the fact that TM is noetherian. Then N = M, for if not there 
would be an element x in M not in N but N + Ax is still P-finitely 
generated, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.4. A is 9’-noetherian if and only if every prime ideal p of A is 
.Y-finitely generated. 
Proof. One implication follows from Theorem 2.3. 
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Now suppose that every prime ideal of A is P-finitely generated. If  {&> is 
a chain of ideals of A such that each I, is not B-finitely generated, then 
clearly (J I, is not B-finitely generated. Therefore we may choose I maximal 
with respect to the property of not being B-finitely generated. Then I must 
be a prime ideal. I f  not, choose b, c E A such that b, c 6 I, but bc E I. By the 
maximality of 1, I : Ab and I + Ab are P-finitely generated, so choose 
xi ,..., xk in I such that T(ab + C AxJ = T(I + Ab) and yi ,..., ym in I : Ab 
such that T(C Ay,) = T(I : Ab). Then (compare [4], Theorem 3.4, p. 8) 
T(C Axi + C Aby,) = TI, a contradiction. Therefore I must be a prime 
ideal of A so the hypothesis insures that I is P-finitely generated, again a 
contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
We end this section with two examples. 
Example. 2.4. Let A be a ring with only a finite number of minimal 
prime ideals, p1 ,..., pk . Suppose that APj is a noetherian ring for each i. Then 
A is noetherian relative to the set {pr ,..., pk} of prime ideals of A. For let pi be 
such a prime ideal and choose x E pi , x $ p$, and j f  i. Let piA,, = C A,,y* , 
where the yu are taken in A. Then, clearly T(Ax + 2 Ay,) = Tpi . I f  q is 
not a minimal prime ideal, then there is an element w in q but in no pj . 
Suppose q > pi. Then T(aw + Ax + C Ay,) = TA = Tq, so all prime 
ideals are P-finitely generated, and hence the statement follows from the 
previous theorem. 
Example. 2.5. Let A be an integral domain and let B denote the collection 
of prime ideals of A of height less than or equal to one. Then A is P-noetherian 
if A, is a noetherian ring for each prime ideal of height one of A and each 
non-zero x E A is contained in only a finite number of prime ideals of height 
one of A. For let p # (0) be in 9. Let 0 f  x E p and let q1 ,..,, qt be the 
other prime ideals of A of height one containing Ax. Choose y  E p, 
y  4 q1 U *** u qt . Choose z, ,..., z, in p such that C A,x, = pA, . Then 
again Tp = T(Ax + Ay + C Az$). That the other prime ideals of A are 
P-finitely generated follows as in Example 2.4. 
Remark. One can see directly that the conditions given in the examples are 
necessary as well as sufficient for A to be 8-noetherian, but this will be a by- 
product of the considerations of Section 4. 
3. INHERITANCE PROPERTIES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be B-noetherian, and let S be a multiplicatively closed 
subset of A. Let B’ be the set of printe ideals of A not meeting S. Let 2 denote the 
set of prime ideals of As which are extensions of the prime ideals of 9” = 9’ IT 8’. 
Then As is .%noetherian. 
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Proof. Let V, %‘, and V” be the Serre subcategories of .& determined 
by 8, P’, and B” respectively, and let T : & &I%?, T’ : d/U’, and T” : 
& .M/V” denote the functors to the respective quotient categories. Then 
there are functors U’ : &4/g &/‘Z’” and U” : &I%?” d/V?” such that U’T = 
T” = VT’. Now d/%7’ is isomorphic to the category B of As-modules 
(compare the proof of Corollary 2.2.), and U” is equivalent to the functor 
derived from the set .5! of prime ideals of As . Since T”A is noetherian 
therefore U”TA is noetherian, and the theorem is established. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be g-noetherian, and let 8’ be the set of prime ideals 
Sp of A[X] such that !@ n A E B. Then A[X] is g’ noetherian. 
Proof. (after the first proof of the Hilbert basis theorem in Zariski-Samuel, 
vol. I). Let {Ij} be an ascending sequence of ideals of A[X]. We will show that 
the sequence {T’Ij} stabilizes. 
If a is an ideal of A[X], let a, be the ideal (in A) of the coefficients of Xn 
in the polynomials of degree <.n in a. Suppose now that a C 6, and Ta, = Tb, 
for all n > 0. Then T’a = T’b. For letg(X) = b,X” + *** + b, be in b with 
b,#O.If!#~E’,thenp =‘pnAEP,sothereissinA-nwithsb,Ea*. 
Let f (X) be in a such that f (X) = sb,X” + *.a + a,, . Then sg -f is in b 
but of lower degree than K. Continuing, we get that there is some t E A - p 
such that tg E a. Since t 6 !@, this shows that T’b = T’a. 
Now consider the double sequence {TIj,,}. Since TA is noetherian, this 
collection has a maximal element TIj,, . Then let each sequence TIjSn stabilize 
at ni for each j < i. Set m = max (p, n, ,..., n,-,). Now if r, s > m, we have 
TIT,n = TI,,, for all n, and therefore T’I, = T’I, , which proves that the 
original sequence (T’I& stabilizes as desired, 
THEOREM 3.3. Let B be a set of prime ideals of A which is saturated. 
Let B be an A-algebra such that TB is a noetherian object in d/g. Let B’ be 
the set of prime ideals v of B such that !$3 n A (the inverse image of ‘$3 in A 
under the algebra map A --% B) is in 8. Then B is B’-noetherian. 
Proof. Let & be the category of A-modules, V the subcategory of & 
associated to 8, and T the functor to the quotient category. Let .9’, 9, and U 
be the corresponding data for B and 8’. 
Suppose that {/<} is an ascending sequence of ideals of B. Then there is a k 
such that TJk = TJm for all m > k. Let p be in 8’ and set p = Cp n A in 9. 
Then if x E Jm (m 3 k), there is an s $ p such that sx E Jk . Since u(s) 6 9, we 
have U Jti = UJm for all m > k. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If B is a finitely generated A-module, then B is 8’- 
noetherian in the notation of 3.3. 
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4. PRIMARY DECOMPOSITION 
We will establish a primary decomposition valid for A-modules M for 
which TM is noetherian. To express the theory along the usual lines we will 
work inside &, rather than d/g; this makes elements available to us. We 
will follow the treatment given in ([I], Chapitre IV), establishing the critical 
propositions, and simply stating those whose proofs follow from the prior 
porpositions by obvious changes of wording in ([I], Chapitre IV). We will not 
attempt to carry over everything, but will establish the minimum body of 
material necessary for our immediate needs. 
Let 9 be a saturated set of prime ideals of the ring A. Let %? denote the 
associated subcategory of the category & of A-modules, T : d + d/U the 
associated functor and S : JZ?/%? --f J&’ its adjoint. Let F = ST. Since T is 
exact and S is left exact, therefore F is left exact. For each A-module M let 
Ass,M denote those prime ideals p in 9 such that FM contains a submodule 
isomorphic to FAIFp. 
LEMMA 4.1. AssBM = AssgFM. 
Proof. Since TS is naturally equivalent to the identity functor, we have 
FFM = STSTM = S(TS) TM isomorphic to STM = FM. 
We now introduce a useful notational convention. Let M be in G?, and let 
M’ be the maximal subobject of M in V. Let %’ denote M/M’. Note that the 
action of A on it? (and hence on FM) is the same as the action of A on a. 
Also note that if p E 8, then (A/p)- = A/p. 
LEMMA 4.2. AssBM = Ass&?. 
Proof. FM = FM. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p ~9. Then As&A/p) = {p}. 
Proof. Let x f  0 be in F(A/p). We will show that Ann,,x = Fp. Since 
x E F(A/p), there is an s $ p such that sx E A/p. We claim sx f  0. For given 
any prime ideal q E 9, there is a t $ q such that tx E A/p. I f  sx = 0, then 
s(tx) = 0, so tx = 0 and hence x = 0. 
Now let a E FA be such that ax = 0. Choose s $ p such that sx E A/p and 
for each q E 9, choose t 6 q such that tu E A. Then (ta)(sx) = 0 in A/p and 
since sx f  0, we get ta = 0 in A/p. Therefore ta E p, and so a E Fp. This 
shows that AnnFAx C Fp. I f  v  E Fp, then for any q E 9 choose s’, s” $ q such 
that s’v E 8 and s”x E A/p. Then (s’v)(s”x) = 0, so (s’s”)(vx) = 0 and s’s” $ q, 
so ox = 0. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let N be a submodule of M. Then Ass&M/N) = Ass,(FM/FN). 
Proof. It is clear that the maximal subobject of FM/FN in Q? is 0, and also 
that the kernel of M/N * FM/FN is the maximal subobject of M/N in %?. 
Since if u E FM and q E 9, there is an s # q such that su E M, we have 
FMjFN C F(M/N). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let p E B, then As&F-4/Fp) = {p}. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M = (J Mi . Then Ass9 M = u Ass9 n/ii . 
Proof. That the right hand side is contained in the left hand side is clear. 
Now let p E Ass9 M. There is then an injection of A/p into a. Since 
i@ = (J &‘i , there is an injection of A/p into il& for some i. Thus p is in the 
right hand side. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let M be an A-module. Every ideal of FA of the type AnnFA x 
where x runs through the set of non-zero elements of FM is of the form FI for 
some ideal I of A. I is a prime ideal in B if Ann,* x is chosen to be maximal 
Proof. Let Q = AnnFA , x set 1 =a n A, and Iet I be the inverse image of 
I in A. Then I = {a G A : ax = O}. If  b E a, then bx = 0. Given a prime 
ideal p in 9, choose s 4 p such that sb E A. Surely (sb) x = 0, so b EFI. Thus 
a CFI. 
Now let c EFI. I f  p E 8, then there is an s $ p such that SC ~1, therefore 
sex = 0. Since this holds for all p E B, and we have cx = 0 (the maximal 
subobject of FM in %Y is 0) we conclude that c E a. So we have the opposite 
inclusion. 
It is easy to see that if a is chosen maximal among ideals of FA of the type 
Ann, x (x EFM, x f  0), then Q is a prime idea1 of FA. Therefore I is a 
prime ideal of A in 9. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let A be SJ-noetherian and let M be an A-module. Then 
Ass, M = @ if, and only if, ME V. 
Proof. I f  ME g, then FM = 0 and clearly Ass9 M = 0. If  FM # 0, 
consider the ideals of the type AnnFR x for 0 # x E FM. Such ideals are of the 
type FI for I an ideal of A and we may choose I to be a maximal such ideal. 
An application of Lemma 4.7 concludes the demonstration. 
COROLLARV 4.9. Let A be Y-noetherian, M an A-module, and a E A. The 
multiplication FM * FM is injective if, and only if, a does not belong to a 
prime ideal in AsQM. 
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Proof. I f  a E p, where p E Ass9 M, then Fp = AnnFA x for some non-zero 
x in FM, so ax = 0 and multiplication by a is not injective. On the other 
hand if as = 0 for some x f  0 in FM, then let p E ASS&FAX). Then 
p E Ass9 M, and clearly a E p. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let N be a submodule of the A-module M. Then 
Ass9 N C Ass9 MC Ass9 N v  Ass,(M/N). 
Proof. The first containment is evident. Now let p E Ass9 M. Then FM 
contains a submodule E isomorphic to FA/Fp. Set U = FN n E. I f  U f  0, 
then {p} = Ass, U _C Ass@ FN = Ass9 N. If  U = 0, then U is embedded 
in FMIFN, and so (p} = Ass9 U C Ass&FM/FN) = Ass9 M/N. 
The following two corollaries follow as in ([Z], Chapter IV). 
COROLLARY 4.11. If M = IJ Mi , then Ass9 M = U Ass9 Mi . 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let {Qt} be a finite family of submodules of M such that 
n Qi = 0. Then Ass9 M C U Ass9(M/Qi). 
We make explicit the following 
LEMMA 4.13. If p E Ass@ M, then there is a submodule N of M such that 
Ass@ N = {p}. 
Proof. Let f : A/p ---f J? be injective and let N = q-l( f (A/p)) where v  
is the natural epimorphism of M to n. Then, if M’ denotes the maximal 
subobject of M in 9?, we have the exact sequence 0 + M’ -+ N + Alp -+ 0, 
and so Ass9 NC As+(A/p) = {p}. 
Now follows formally 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let Q, be a subset of AS+ M. There is a submodule 
N of M such that Ass9 N = Ass@ M - CD, and Ass,(M/N) = @. 
THEOREM 4.15. Let A be Snoetherian and let M be an A-module such that 
TM is noetherian. Then there is a chain of submodules {Mi} 0 < i < n of M 
such that M = M,, , and fbr 0 < i < n, (Mi/Mi+,)- is isomorphic to Alpi for 
PiEP* 
Proof. Let S be the collection of submodules of M which satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. Choose N’ among them such that TN’ is maximal 
in TM. By Zorn’s lemma, we may then choose N maximal in M such that 
TN = TN’. Then M/N = (M/N)-. I f  M/N is in w we are done. If  M/N is 
not in V choose a submodule L/N of M/N which is isomorphic to A/p for 
some p E 9. Then Ass9 L > Ass9 N v {p}, a contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 4.16. If  TM is noetherian, then Ass@ M isJinite. 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Let A be 9’-noetherian and suppose that TM is 
noetherian and that AssBM = (p}. Then if a E p, the multiplication FM -3 FM 
is nilpotent. 
Proof. Consider the chain of submodules 0 _C Ann,, a _C Ann,, aa _C ..a 
of FM. It is easy to check that these are g-closed, and therefore there 
is an n such that AnnFMan = AnnFMan+l. Suppose anFM # 0. Then 
(p} = Ass&a”FM), but the multiplication anFM -S anFM is not injective. 
Therefore there is an x EFM such that anx # 0, but anflx = 0. This 
contradicts Ann,, an = AnnFM an+l. 
COROLLARY 4.18. Let A and M be 8-noetherian. Then Ass9 M is a singleton 
zf, and only if, M is not in V and every multiplication of FM by an element of A 
is either injective or nilpotent. 
We now are prepared to define p-primary modules for p E B. If  A and M 
are B-noetherian and Ass9 M/N = {p], then we say that N is p-primary 
with respect to M. 
THEOREM 4.19. Let A and M be 8-noetherian. and let N be a submodule 
of M. Then there are submodules Q5 of M, each primary wdlz respect to SOme 
prime ideal pi in Ass, M/N, such that N C E = 0 Qi and E/N E +Z. 
Proof. We may suppose N = 0. Choose for any pi E ASS, Ma s&mod& 
Q3 such that Ass9 M/Qi = (p,}, and Assg,Qi = Ass9 M - (p,}. Set 
E = n Qi . For each i, E C Qi , so As+ E is contained in Ass9 Qi for each i, 
and hence Ass9 E = 0 and therefore E E %. 
COROLLARY 4.20. Let A and M be B-noetherian and let N be a submodule 
of M. ThenFN = nFQi an d each FQi is pi-primary in FM (in the notation of 
the above theorem). 
Proof. Apply the (left exact) functor F to E = nQ$ and note that 
FN = FE. 
We now derive some consequences for ideals of A which will be needed 
in the sequel. 
LEMMA 4.21. Let I be an ideal of the B-noetherian ring A. Then 
p E Ass9 A/I implies p 3 I. 
Proof. Let J be the kernel of the composition A -+ A/I+ (A/I)-. Then 
A/J = (A/I)- and surely J3 I. By assumption there is an injection 
A/p + A/J which implies that p 1 J 3 I. 
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PROPOSITION 4.22. Let A be 8-noetherian, I an ideal of A. Suppose that 
p E 9 and that p is a minimal prime ideal containing I. Then p E Ass9 A/I. 
Proof. Let FI = n FV, where FVj is primary in FA for qj in 9. Then 
Fp 3 FI 3 n FV, . Since Fp is a prime ideal of FA we have Fp >_ FVi for 
some i. Now let q E qi . We have that FAjFV, -S FAIFV, is a nilpotent 
mapping and therefore q” E FVi C Fp for some n. This gives q E Fp n A = p. 
Thus p > qi > I and since p is minimal over I, p = qi . 
THEOREM 4.23. Let A be .?J’-noetherian. Then the set of prime ideals of 
A in 9 minimal over I is$nite. 
Proof. Such a p must be in Ass9 A/I and this is finite. 
PROPOSITION 4.24. Let A be 8-noetherian, I an ideal of A with 
Ass,(A/I) = {p>. Then IA,, is a primary ideal with radical pA, or is A, for all 
prime ideals q E 8. 
5. KRULL DOMAINS 
From Example 2.5, we have that if A is a Krull domain, then A is 
8,-noetherian, where 9r denotes the set of prime ideals of A of height one or 
less. 
In this section we want to study the connection of the functor F with the 
further hypothesis that A be a Krull domain. 
If  A is any domain with field of quotients K, then K is the injective 
envelope of A. If  9’ is any set of prime ideals of A (which we assume to be 
saturated as always), then FA relative to Y is isomorphic to (x E K : V p E Y, 
3 s $ p such that sx E A} = 0 A, . We then have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A is a Krull domain z$, and only if, the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A is 4d,-noetherian and an integral domain. 
(ii) FA = A (F relative to $). 
(iii) A, is regular for each p E pi . 
Let P be the prime ideals in g1 of height one. 
If  M is a torsion free module over a Krull domain A, then since K aa M 
is the injective envelope of M, FM = {X E K @A M : V p E Y1 ,3 s 6 p such 
thatsXEM}=r)M,. 
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For future reference, we include at this point several results concerning 
lattices over a Krull domain. The essential points are found in ([I], 
Chapitre VII, Section 4), and as in the previous section, proofs are given here 
only where the techniques deviate substantialIy from those found there. 
We review the definition of an A-lattice. Let Y be a finite dimensional 
vector space over the field K. An A-lattice M in V is an A-submodule of V 
which contains a K-basis of V (and thus a free A-module) and is contained 
in a finitely generated (and hence a free) A-submodule of V. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. An A-submodule M of V is an A-lattice q, and only ;f, 
M is 91-finitely generated and spans V over K. 
Proof. I f  M is an A-lattice in V, then there is a free module A” in V 
containing M. Then TM is contained in TA”, which is a noetherian object. 
Hence M is Pr-finitely generated. Conversely if M is Yi-finitely generated, 
there is a set of elements of M, {x1 ,..., 3~~1, such that T&Z = T(C Ax,). This 
set must contain a basis of V, sayy, ,..., yn, and there is an a E A, a f  0, such 
that axi EC Ayj for all i, and hence C Axi _C C A(a-lyj) = F. Since 
TM = T(C Ax,), we know that Mp = (C AX&, for all p E $ . Now 
M C n Mp C n Fp . We will be done when we show that n Fp = F. 
Clearly F C n Fp . On the other hand, if x E fl Fp , write x (uniquely) as 
x = UlYl + ... + u-y, with ui E K. Then x E Fp means that each ui E A, 
for each p, and hence ui E A. The proof is now complete. 
The next proposition is in ([I], Chapitre VII, Section 4, no, 1). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (i) Let MI , M, be two A-lattices in V. Then MI n M, 
is an A-lattice in V. 
(ii) Let W be a K-subspace of V and M be an A-lattice in V. Then W CI M is 
an A-lattice in W. 
(iii) Let V, ,..., V, , U be finite dimensional vector spaces over K and 
f : v, x ... x v, - U a multilinear form with Im f generating U. Suppose 
Mi is an A-lattice in Vi for each i. ThenF(M, x *** x Mr) is an A-lattice in U. 
(iv) Let V, W be finite dimensional K vector spaces, M an A-lattice in V, N 
an A-lattice in W. Then N : M = {f E Horn&V, W) : f(M) C N} is an 
A-lattice in Horn&V, W). 
According to ([I], Chapitre VII, Section 4, Remarque 3) we can identify 
N : M with Hom,(M, N), and thus A : M with M* = Hom,(M, A). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let U, V, W be finite dimensional vector spaces over K and 
f : U x V + W a bilinear form nondegenerate in U. Let M be an A-lattice 
in V and N an A-lattice in W. Then N : ,M = {u E U : f (u, M) C N) is an 
A-lattice in V. 
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Since it is not generally the case that Hom,(M, N)s = Horn,&& , iVs) 
for any A-modules M and N and multiplicatively closed subset S of A (M may 
fail to be finitely presented) and since we would like this to hold in some 
special cases, a modification of the treatment in ([I], Chapitre VII, Section 4, 
no 2) is necessary. This amounts to a rearrangement of the statements. 
We say an A-lattice M in V is divisoriul if it is %-closed. This is the same 
as saying M = FM = fl MP for htp = 1. We have seen in the proof of 
Proposition 5.2, that a free A-module in V is divisorial. This establishes (i) of 
THEOREM 5.5 Let V be a finite dimensional K vector space. Let L be a free 
A-module of V. 
(i) L is a divisorial A-lattice in V. 
(ii) Let L’ _C L be a free A-submodule of V with rk,J’ = rk,V. Then 
Lb = L, for all but a$nite number of prime ideals p E P. 
(iii) Suppose, for each p E P, we are given an A,-lattice N(p) in V such that 
N(p) = L, for all but a finite number of p E P. Then M = n N(p) is an 
A-lattice in V. Furthermore MP = N(p) for each p E P, and hence M is a 
divisorial A-lattice. M is the only divisorial A-lattice N with NP = N(p) for all 
PEP. 
(iv) If N is an A-lattice in V, then NP = MP for all but a finite number of 
PEP. 
Proof. (i) has been established and (iv) follows from it. To prove (ii), 
let (uij) be the element of &(A) giving a fixed basis of L’ in terms of a fixed 
basis of L. Let d = det(aij). d is contained in only a finite number of prime 
idealspEPanddfO.Ifd$p,thenL~ =L,. 
The proof of (iii) follows as in ([Z], Chapitre VII, Section 4), and is omitted. 
Remark. An A-lattice in K is a fractionary A-ideal of K. It is divisorial 
in our sense if, and only if, it is divisorial in the usual sense. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (i) I f  MI and M, are divisorial A-lattices in V, then 
MI n M, is a divisorial A-lattice in V. 
(ii) I f  W is a K-subspace of V, and M is a divisorial A-lattice in V, then 
M n W is a ditiorial A-lattice in W. 
(iii) I f  V and W are Ji t d ni e imensiomal K-vector spaces, M an A-lattice in V, 
N a divtiorial A-lattice in W, then N : M is a divisorial A-lattice in 
HomdV, W). 
(iv) Let U, V, W be f&site dimensional K-vector spaces, f  : U x V --+ W 
a bilinear form nondegenerate in U. Let M be an A-lattice in V, N a divisorial 
A-lattice in W. Then N : ,M is a divisorial A-lattice in U. 
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Proof. (i) and (“) 11 are clear. To prove (iii) we note that N = (I Np . Let 
f E N : M, then f (Mp) C Np for all p E P, and hence (N : M)P C Np : Mp . 
Suppose f E n Np : Mp . Then for each x E M Z Mp we have f (x) E Np , and 
hence f(x) E n N, = N. Thus we conclude that N : M = n Np : Mp . 
Thus N : M is divisorial by Proposition 5.4, and we conclude as well that 
(N : M), = Np : Mp for each p EP. The remainder of the proposition 
follows as in ([Z], Chapter VII, Section 4). 
The fact noted at the end of the above proof is useful enough to state 
independently. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let V and W be jkite dimensional K-spaces. If M is an 
A-lattice in V and N a divisorial A-lattice in W, then (N : M& = Np : Mp , 
and so, in particular, Hom,(M, N)P = HomAD(Mp , NJ. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let M be an A-lattice in V. Then M* = HomA(M, A) 
is a divisorial A-lattice in K and (M,)* = (M*), for all p E P. Furthermore M 
is divisorial ;f and only if M = M**. 
6. GNOETHERIAN RINGS 
Let A be a commutative ring and Yi the set of prime ideals of A of height 
< i in A. We say that A is i-noetherian if A is noetherian with respect to the set 
of prime ideals 9i . The next few statements are immediate corollaries of the 
results in Section 3. 
THEOREM 6.1. A is j-noetherian for any j < i. 
THEOREM 6.2. If A is i-noetherian, then A, is i-noetherian for any 
multiplicatively closed subset S of A. 
THEOREM 6.3. If A is i-noetherian, the A[X] is i-noetherian. 
Proof. If q is a prime ideal of A[X] of height less than or equal to i, then 
p = q n A has height <i. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If A is i-noetherian, then A[& ,..., &] is i-noetherian. 
We can do substantially better than this however. For we have 
THEOREM 6.5. Let (X,} be any set of indeterminants. If A is i-noetherian, 
then A[{X,}] is i-noetherian. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that any prime ideal ‘$3 of B = A[(X,)] is 
Pi-finitely generated. If  ht‘$ < co, then it is easy to see that $3 is the extension 
of p = $3 n A[X, )...) X,] for some finite subset {Xi} of {X,}. Let w1 ,..., w, 
be a finite set of elements of p such that T’p = T’(C B’q), where T’ is the 
functor associated with the set Pi(F) (where B’ = A[X, ,..., X,]). Let Q 
be any prime ideal of B of height <i. Then ht(Q n B’) < i. Let x E ‘!J3, then 
x = C uipi where pi E p and ui E B. Since there is an si E B’ - (a n B’), 
such that sipi EC B’w, , we get (I1 si) x E C Bwi . Thus T’$ = T(C Bw~). 
Now suppose that ht‘$ < i. Since the minimal prime ideals of (0) in B are 
extensions of the minimal prime ideals of (0) in A, these are finite in number 
(Theorem 4.24). Choose a, E ‘$? and not in any of these minimal prime ideals. 
a, involves only a finite number of variables, say, X, ,..., X, and therefore 
there are only a finite number of prime ideals of A[X, ,..., X,] of height 1 
containing a, and the prime ideals of B of height 1 containing a, are extensions 
of these. Continue this process to get a, ,..., ai E Q such that there are only 
a finite number of prime ideals D, ,..., lit of height i in B containing C Ba, . 
Then choose ai+i E ‘$3 - u Oj and set I = C Bat . I f  Q is a prime ideal of B 
of height at most i, then Q $ I, so T’$ = TI. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If A is a noetherian ring, then A[{X,}] is i-noetherian for 
each i 3 0. 
7. GENERALIZED CLASS GROUPS 
In this section we show how to define, for an n-noetherian ring A, a 
sequence of groups W,(A), W,(A),..., Wn(A), which are the same groups as 
those defined in [2] for a noetherian ring A. Since most of the general theorems 
concerning these groups follow as in [2], only an outline of the details is 
presented here. 
Some notation is necessary. Let ~2 be an abelian category. K”(d) denotes 
the Grothendieck group of the Serre subcategory of .JZ? consisting of those 
objects of & which are noetherian. We let &‘# denote this subcategory of &, 
When A is a commutative ring, let J&‘~+~ denote the Serre subcategory of the 
category J&’ of A-modules associated with the set of prime ideals Pi . Let 
Ti : J&? ---z JZ/&&+, denote the associated functor to the quotient category. 
We note that JZi 2 A&+~ for all i, and hence for j > i we have 
induced an embedding J&+,/J&+, + &?/&$+i , with associated quotient 
functor Tij : &‘/J&+, + J%‘/JH~+, . 
LEMMA 7.1. Let ~2 and 93 be abelian categories and F : SJ +a an exact 
functor. Then F induces an exact functor F# : s?# -+ .+3# by restriction if either 
of the two conditions below are satisjied. 
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(i) F is an embedding, such that ;f  NE 99 is a subobject (quotient object) 
of FM, ME &, then N = FM’ some M’ E &’ a subobject (quotient object) 
of M. 
(ii) F is a functor from ~2 to a quotient category S?. 
The proof is clear and is omitted. The cases of most interest to us are 
(a) F is an exact embedding of a Serre subcategory & of ~8. In this case 
d#=Sdn@. 
(b) JX! admits a noetherian generator N, and F is a functor to a quotient 
category 9 such that FN is a generator of3?. In this case F# is onto objects. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let A be a commutative ring. For each i, 0 < i < n, 
let D,(A) be the Grothendieck group of the subcategory of &$&‘~+l consisting of 
the objects of finite length. The assignment M + ChtpCi Z,p(Mp)(p) induces an 
isomorphism Di(A) B &,+ Z, where Z, = Z for each p. 
Proof. It is sufficient to calculate the Grothendieck group of the associated 
semi-simple subcategory generated by the simple objects of JY@?~+~ . Hence 
it is necessary to know what the simple objects are. We claim that an object 
is simple if, and only if, it is T,(A/p) f  or some prime ideal p of A, of height i. 
First suppose that T,M is a subobject of T,(A/p). Then there is a subobject 
M’ of A/p with TJW = TiM, and hence an ideal a of A with p C a _C A and 
a/p = M’. I f  qfp is a prime ideal with htq = i, then aA, = A, since pA,= A,. 
I f  a f  p, then also aA, = A,, so T,(A/a) = 0 or T,(a/p) = T,(A/p). Thus 
T,M = 0 or T,M = T,(A/p). Second suppose T,M is a simple object. Since T, 
preserves colimits, and A is a generator of J&‘, there is an x E M such that 
Ti(Ax) -+ T,(M) is not zero. Let a = Ann, X. Then f  : A/a --+ M is a 
monomorphism with Tiff 0. Since T,M is simple T, f  is an isomorphism. 
Since T,(A/a) # 0, there is prime ideal p of A of height i such that 
aA, # A, and hence a _C p. Now A/a + Alp -+ 0 exact induces 
T,(A/a) --f T,(A/p) --f 0 exact. Since T,M is simple and isomorphic to 
T,(A/a), therefore there is a non-zero morphism T,M --f T,(A/p). Since both 
are simple, this is an isomorphism. The cIaim is now established and the 
proposition follows. 
LEMMA 7.3. If  A is n-noetherian and i < n, then (&‘$/%~+J# is the 
subcategory of objects of $nite length in J.@&%‘~+, . 
Proof. Let M in ~2’~ be such that T,M is in (&‘&#&+i)#. By Theorem 4.15, 
there is a chain of submodules M = M, 2 Ml > ..* > M, > M,,, = 0, 
such that Ti(MJMi+J = T,(A/p,) for 0 <j < k with pi E Pi. Hence T,M 
has a composition series of finite length. 
@I/10/3-2 
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COROLLARY 7.4. If A is n-noetherian then, for i < n, 
K”(.J/.&+,) = D,(A) = u Z, , Z, = Z. 
htp=i 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let h,(A) denote K1(Y) where 9 denotes the category 
of objects of Jinite length in &&.d?~,, . Then 
where U(B) daotes the group of units of the ring B. 
Proof. Once again it is sufficient to consider the semisimple subcategory 
of .Y. The computation follows as in ([2], Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6). 
COROLLARY 7.6. If A is n-noetherian and i < n, then 
MA) = K’(4/4+1) = u U(AphAp)* 
htg-i 
LEMMA 7.7, Let A be n-noetherian. For each j < i < n, J&/J&~ is a Serre 
subcategory Of Jij/d4li+l, and the quotient category is naturally equivalent to 
.,#+?I~ . This statement holds as well when the operation ( )# is applied to the 
three categories. 
Let A be an n-noetherian ring and i an integer with 1 < i < n. In 
light of Lemma 7.7, we may consider the exact sequence of abelian groups 
K’(JZi-JJYi) A KO(J&/Ai+,) A K”(Ai-l/&i+l) * KO(.Mi-J&) - 0 
where the homomorphisms are those given in [2]. Define for each i the group 
W,(A) to be Im h = Ker ~1 in K”(.M~-,/~j+I). Since K”(.k&J&) is free by 
Corollary 7.4, we conclude that W,(A) is a direct summand of KO(J&-JJYi+,). 
We can also say that W,(A) is isomorphic to D,(A) moduloj the subgroup 
generated by the elements 
as 8 runs over the prime ideals of A of height i - 1 and x 4 a. When A is 
a noetherian ring the groups defined here and the groups W,(A) defined in [2] 
are the same. 
According to the description of Wi(A) as a factor group of D,(A) we get 
immediately the 
THEOREM 7.8. Let A be a Km11 domain. Then D,(A) is isomorphic to the 
ordinary group of divisors of A. W,(A) is isomorphic to the ordinary ideal class 
group C(A) of A. 
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Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 7.4, the second from 
the fact that W,(A) is D,(A) modulo, the group of principal ideals as seen in 
the discussion above. 
Remark. We have, in Theorem 7.8, obtained a module theoretical 
description of the ideal class group C(A) of a Krull domain A in a manner 
similar to that obtained for a noetherian Krull domain found in 
([I], Chapitre VII, Section 4, no. 7, Proposition 17). 
In [2] we showed how, given a noetherian ring A and a flat noetherian 
A-algebra B, to determine in a natural manner a homomorphism 
Wi(A) + W,(B) for each i. This does not handle the many cases where B 
is an A-algebra, not necessarily flat, but yet where a natural homomorphism 
of the class group does exist. One case, in particular, of this is found in 
([I], Chapitre VII, Section 1, no. 10). If A is a Krull domain and B a Krull 
domain containing A; suppose the pair (A, B) satisfies the condition (PDE): 
If ‘$3 is a prime ideal of B of height one, then ht(!j3 n A) < 1. Then there is 
a homomorphism of class groups C(A) --f C(B) induced by the assignment 
p -+ pB for a prime ideal p of height one in A. Note that the property implies 
for each prime ideal p of height one in B that Bq is a flat Ap-module. 
We offer here a generalization of this which permits the defining in a natural 
manner homomorphisms W,(A) + W,(B) for some extension B of A. 
Suppose B is an A-algebra. Consider the property 
(F,) If Q is a prime ideal of B with htQ < m 
and p = Q n A then B, is a flat A,-module. 
If B satisfies (F,) we say that B is an m-pat A-algebra. 
THEOREM 7.9. Suppose B is an A-algebra and that A and B are n-noetherian 
fix some integer n. Suppose further that B is n-Fat. If Q is a prime ideal of B with 
htQ < n, then ht(Q n A) < htQ. 
Proof. Let p = Q n A. B, is a noetherian ring and a faithfully flat 
A,-module. Hence A, is a noetherian ring by ([I], Chapitre I, Section 3, no. 5). 
We are thus reduced to showing the following: If A and B are local rings and 
B is a faithfully flat A-algebra, then Krull dim B > Krull dim A. 
First, we show that if a E A is not in any minimal prime ideal of A, then 
aB is not contained in any minimal prime ideal of B. For suppose Q is a 
minimal prime ideal of B and that aB CA. Then a E p = Q n A. Hence Bn 
is a primary ring which is a faithfully flat A,-module and Krull dim A > 0. 
The multiplication Ba --% Bn is nilpotent since Bn is primary and a E Q. 
Hence a7 = 0 for some integer r and the faithfulness of B, over A, . This 
is a contradiction. 
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We now prove Krull dim A < Krull dim B by induction on Krull dim A. 
The case Krull dim A = 0 is trivial. I f  Krull dim A > 0, let J E A be such 
that a is not in any minimal prime ideal of A and is not a unit. Then B/aB is 
a faithfully flat AlaA-module, so we have, by the induction hypothesis 
Krull dim A = 1 + Krull dim A/aA < 1 + Krull dim B/aB 
= Krull dim B 
since aB is contained in no minimal prime ideal of B. 
PROPOSITION 7.10, Let B be an A-algebra with A and B n-noetherian. 
Suppose B is n-$at. 
(i) If r < n, then JZI+~ @ B C Jv;+l . 
(ii) - Ba B induces an exact functor J~/Jz%$+~ --f &“/J$+, for each I < n. 
Here JV denotes the category of B-modules. 
Proof. Suppose M is an A-module such that MP = 0 for all prime ideals 
p of A in 9,. . Let Q be a prime ideal of B with htQ < r. Then 
(M @A B) @a B, = (M OR AP) aa B, where p = Q n A. But this is 
zero. Hence the first claim is establis&d. 
Let T’ : JV -+ N/Jr/-,+, be the quotient functor. Consider the composite 
functor T’ - Ba B : J&’ -+ M/NT+, . This functor is right exact. I f  we can 
show that it preserves kernels, and so is exact, then, in view of (i), it will 
factor uniquely through M/&r,, . So let u be a monomorphism in J&‘. Let Q 
be a prime ideal of B with htQ ,( r and let p = Q n A. We want to show 
that Ker(u @ B), = 0. But Ker(u @ B)a = Ker(u, @B,) and since Ba is 
A,-flat, this is zero. 
PROPOSITION 7.11. The functor induced in Proposition 7.10 preserves 
noetherian objects. 
Proof. Let TM be a noetherian object of ~#/&,.+i . There is an 
epimorphism (TA)” + TM for some integer x, so we can find an M’ in M, 
an epimorphism A” -+ M’ and a homomorphism f  : M - M’ with Ker f  and 
Cokerf in ~Yr+i . From Az-+M’-+O exact we get Bz-+M’@AB-+O 
exact. The formal properties of @A give Coker( f  @ B) = (Coker f) @A B. 
Also there is a natural epimorphsim (Kerf) Ba B + Ker( f  @ B). Since 
Ker f  and Cokerfare in dr+r we conclude that Ker( f  @ B) and Coker( f  @ B) 
are in Jr/-+, by (i) of the previous proposition. Thus the map (TA)” Oa B --f 
TM @A B is an epimorphism. But (TA)” Oa B = (T’B)Z, so TM @A B is 
noetherian. 
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PROPOSITION 7.12. Let A be n-noetherian, and B an A-algebra which is 
n-noetherian and n-jlat. For each integer i, 1 < i < n, - @A B induces a 
homomorphsim 
ts : W,(A) + W,(B). 
Proof. By Propositions 7.10 and 7.11 - Ba B induces exact functors 
(~&‘&&‘~+i)# + (.N’J-&i)# and (JZ~+JJ&‘~~~)# + (J$+i/d+r)#, which in turn 
induce homomorphisms 
making the diagram commutative. Then te is obtained by diagram chasing. 
We note that if B is an A-algebra which is a flat A-moduIe, then B 
satisfies condition (F,) for all m. Hence when W,(A) and W,(B) are defined 
there is a homomorphism te : W,(A) + W,(B). Two cases of this phenom- 
enon are of special importance. 
If  A is n-noetherian and S is a multiplicatively closed subset of A, then 
B = A, is a flat A-module. By Theorem 3.1, B is noetherian for the set of 
extensions of prime ideals of B of height at most n, and so B is n-noetherian. 
By the same considerations as in [2] we obtain 
THEOREM 7.13. Let A be n-noetherian and S a multiplicatively closed 
subset of A. Then As is n-noetherian. For each integer i, 1 < i < n the functor 
- aa As defies an epimorphism Wi(A) -+ Wi(As). The kernel is generated by 
the classes of the modules A/p, htp = i, p n S # !A. 
The corollaries in [2] follow easily and we omit even their statements. 
Suppose that A has the following property: 
(C,) If  $J is a prime ideal of A of height k(,<i), 
and if Q/!$ is a prime ideal of A/‘$ of height at 
most i - k, then htQ < i. 
Suppose that A is n-noetherian and satisfies property (C,). Let x be an 
element of A, which is contained in no minimal prime ideal of A such that 
F(Ax) r\ A = A x , where F is the composite of the functors T and its adjoint 
S associated with the set B of prime ideals of A of height at most n. This 
condition is to say Ax = npeB (Ax)~ n A. If each prime ideal in Ass, (A/Ax) 
has height one, then by Theorem 3.3 and the condition (C,), A/Ax is 
(n - 1)-noetherian. It is clear that (under the above premises) the forgetful 
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functor from the category Jlr of A/Ax-modules to the category.& of A-modules 
defines functors JVJ~+~ --+ .Mi,,/~i,z and &‘&~,, --+ &JJ&,, both of 
which preserve the noetherian subcategories. We thus have defined a 
homomorphism Wi(A/Ax) -+ W,+,(A). Th e statement of Theorem 7.13 
yields the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.14. If  i > 0, then the sequence 
Wi(A/Ax) --+ W,,,(A) -+ W,+,(A[x-l]) -+ 0 
is exact. 
Remark. This may be extended to i = 0 if WO(A) is defined to be the 
C,(A) of [2] rather than 0 as was done in [2]. 
The next case to be studied is a polynomial extension of the ring of 
indeterminants. Let B = A[{X,),J. By Theorem 6.4, B is n-noetherian and 
each prime ideal of height at most n in B is the extension of a prime ideal 
of the same height in a finite polynomial extension of A. For each finite 
subset F of E, let BF = A[{X&F]. Then B = Up BF and the above 
remark gives also Di(B) = UF Im(D,(B,) --f Di(B)) and hence Wi(B) = 
UFIm( Wi(Bp) -+ W,(B)). Thus if we show that W,(A) -+ Wi(BF) is an 
epimorphism for each such F, we can conclude that Wi(A) -+ W,(B) is an 
epimorphism for each i, 1 < i < n. 
THEOREM 7.15. Let A be an n-noetherian ring and (X,) a set of 
indeterminants. Let B = A[(X,}]. F or each i, 1 < i < n the homomorphism 
W,(A) + Wi(B) induced by - @A B is an epimorphism. 
Proof. In the discussion preceding the statement of the theorem we 
reduced the problem to showing that W,(A) + Wi(B) is an epimorphism 
when B is a finite polynomial extension of A. By induction we are then 
reduced to showing the homomorphism is an epimorphism when B = A[X], 
and this we proceed to do. The proof is essentially the one found in [2]. 
Let Cp be a prime ideal of B with ht’$ = i. Let p = !+3 n A. If  htp = i, 
then p = pB and so the class of B/p is the image of the class of A/p. Suppose 
then that htp = i - 1 (the only other possibility). Let f~ B be such that 
‘!j3Bp = pB, + f  B, = pA,[X] + fAp[X]. Consider the ideal 1 = fB + pB. 
Let Qj be the gti primary components of I in B with Asspi(B/Qj) = {‘$,} 
where ‘pi = 5@. As in [2], ht‘& = i and forj 3 2, ht(!& n A) = i. In light 
of Proposition 4.24 we then have 0 = [B/( fB + pB)] = & [B/QJ = 
W-PI + CL L#IQJ~,P/%l~ H ence [B&J] is an image since each ‘$ 
is an extended ideal. 
The corollaries in [2] now follow. 
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